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Abstract

In order to improve the energy efficiency of distributed systems, signal processing and machine learning
(SPML) workloads tend to be processed closer to the network edge. These workloads make heterogeneous and specialized architectures necessary in high performance embedded systems so as to comply
with systems latency, throughput and energy constraints. Exploiting the potential of these specialized
architectures remains difficult and costly. The stream processing nature of SPML workloads makes
it possible to exploit data, task and pipeline parallelism to optimize the usage of memory and computation hardware resources. The Dataflow Models of Computation (MoCs) have proven useful to
formalize the aforementioned applicative properties and feed automated optimization processes. From
these abstractions, a datapath analysis can be employed to determine the longest latency path of the
system and identify its latency limiting operations [3]. Additionally, taking advantage of the observer
pattern, notifying memories can reduce the amount of memory accesses of SPML workloads [2]. A generalized trend is the use of caches in memory systems so as to mask the latency of external memories.
However, SPML workloads tend not to benefit from these cache hierarchies [1].
These elements motivate for proposing methods for specializing hardware architectures for SPML
near sensor systems, building on the dynamism of the Open Hardware and RISC-V community. This
poster will discuss PathTracer and Notifying Memories, as well as research objectives on exploiting a
high-level knowledge of the application datapath to reduce the memory access costs of SPML systems.
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